
 
 
 
 

Maintenance Guide for new Jotun Megagloss 
 
The following guidelines are issued in co-operation with Permanon and Jotun for the maintenance and 
cleaning of yachts coated with Jotun’s Megagloss products. 
This maintenance guide is intended for keeping the surfaces clean and glossy when carrying out 
cleaning procedures on board. 
 
For a more detailed information, please observe each product’s Technical Data Sheet. 
 

1. Surface preparation:  
Clean the surface with fresh water by adding Permanon Shampoo (at 5-10 % depending on the 
degree of soiling) to a bucket, shampoo surface as normal and rinse.  
 
If the surface is heavily soiled add Permanon Hecta (at 5-10 % depending on the degree of soiling) 
to a bucket, shampoo surface as normal and rinse.  
 
For very stubborn organic stains such as oil or exhaust, use Permanon PS (Powersoap). Add a 
little paste to a soft wet sponge and rub onto the soiled area. Rinse thoroughly with water (this 
product is also suitable on tenders and fenders). 
 

2. Application of protective, glossy product:  
Impregnate a micro-fiber cloth with undiluted Yacht Supershine Professional over a bucket to avoid 
wastage. Wring the cloth out over the bucket so no Supershine is wasted by dripping. The cloth 
only needs to be damp with Supershine. Make just one pass with the damp cloth over the cleaned 
surface, and then dry in by hand with dry micro-fiber cloths. Adding a little hand pressure when 
drying allows for longer adhesion.  
 
Do not apply in direct strong (midday) sunshine or product will dry on the surface before you can 
dry it in with micro-fiber cloths. You will then get dried excess product on surface. This can be 
completely removed by just rinsing with ample water. However application would have to be 
repeated. To avoid this, apply Supershine in morning or late afternoon during summer months. If 
this cannot be avoided, then apply Supershine, square meter per square meter, drying as you go. 
Alternatively apply Supershine -then rinse surface immediately with water and then dry. This 
prevents leaving excess dry product, however do not treat too much surface area in one go in the 
midday sun or you will not have time to dry before water leaves water-marks (unless de-
mineralized water is used).  
 

3. Maintenance  
Repeat the Yacht Supershine Professional application 3 times a season (beginning, middle and 
end) for optimum UV protection. 
 
Clean all exterior Yacht surface’s (including steel and glass) every third wash down by adding 
Permanon Boat 2 in 1 (1-5%) to a bucket, sponge all surfaces, rinse and dry (glass thoroughly) with 
micro-fiber cloths. This maintains the Supershine coating, preventing dirt adherence- allowing for 
easier cleaning and optimum UV protection. 
 
Daily washing is now reduced to rinsing with just water and with wet and dry micro-fiber cloths, 
improving the gloss, appearance and UV protection. 
 

For any questions please contact;  
info@cws-int.com  
North America/Caribbean (Toll Free): 1-877-294-1849  or info@permanonusa.com  
Spain: (+34) 660 696 200 or  simon@absoluteboatcare.net  
South of France; (+33) 68 14 73 249 
Elsewhere; +44 78 11 33 08 58  
 
Locate your local Permanon dealer at; www.permanon.com  dealer listing, select flag. 


